
It’s that time of the year where everything around us seems bright ,beautiful and abuzz with the
festive fervor . It can mean only one thing-Diwali, Festival of lights.A festival synonymous  to joy
,ligh t,sweets, family, friends, happiness, news dresses, sharing,caring and lots more.Embracing our
culture and history ,Diwali goes a long way in imparting some great lifelessons as well.
Advocating true International Mindedness,TIPS welcomes all occasions with great enthusiasm. Diwali
was celebrated with great pomp and show in the campus. Children enjoyed painting earthen diyas
and making lanterns. An interesting skit on the Diwali story was enacted by the teachers. Followed
by a dance and a song by the little ones in tune with the theme.
Going to prove that we love mother earth dearly,Our TIPSCIANS take an oath of celebrating eco
friendlydiwali by decorating their homes with earthen lamps,purchase green crackers which is less
hazardous,avoiding plastic gift wraps. 
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Health & Beyond

“To get rich never you

risk your health, for it

is the truth that health

is the wealth of

wealth.” 
                   

                   
    Richard Baker

Imagine watching a 4 year happily eat an oatmeal,finishing the plate and
wanting more! At TIPS, getting our children to eat a healty diet is cake walk!
Even the most boring food types can be made interesting.We call it the art of
improvisation! 
Oats is a healthy food to include in our daily diet. Oat meal has several health
benefits. Our young learner explore the importance of healthy foods and
their benefits. They enjoyed the preparation of  “Oats sweet Pongal“ by
adding all nutritious ingredients in it. Everyone loved the taste so much that
the dish clean and empty! yummyyummy,happy tummy!



Parent Chronicles 
“Story telling is the most powerful way to put ideas into the world

today.”- Robert McKee
                                                 

The story telling session was
conducted by Mrs.Kirubaroshini

parent of AvaniBharati of KG1- A,
students connected well with the

story as they all like
“gajapatikulapati”. Students

thoroughly enjoyed the session
and parent shared her

experience.

I'm very glad to use the opportunity to narrate the story, the experience of engaging with
so many children was a delight. In the story telling session, I narrated the story of
'gajapatikulapati'. The main reason for choosing this story is, it's a very catchy story that
my daughter adores. As I began the story kids had a lot of things to say that they could
relate to and once I said the word "aachooo" they all got very excited and never missed the
chance of saying aachoo every time it appeared in the story. It felt like a rain of aaachooo
as they said it every time. In the end, the satisfaction of seeing them all enthusiastic and
enjoying the story was priceless.



Budding Influencer
The beautiful thing about learning is that no one can
take it away from you. It's only you who can spread

and widen it to others.

 Our KG1 children are learning about the healthy foods
which include fruits. To learn deep down into the topic
fruits, we started to explore the different kinds of
fruits. We differentiated it as one seeded, few seeded
and many seeded fruits. Kids learnt about these ,by
bringing such kinds of fruits to school as their snacks
and extended their learning into understanding. 



 Global Handwashing Day is a
yearly reminder that hand washing

with soap and water is one of the
best steps we can take to avoid

getting sick and spreading germs
toothers. 

This year global hand washing day
comes with interesting theme "Unite
for Universal Hand Hygiene,". No
Matter your role, you can celebrate
Handwashing Day. That's right! our
KG student take very seriously and
ensure it's done right!

  Potpourri
The Youngest Fashion Icon of TIPS
Meet the Suave and cool Mohith Ishaan  who
has set fashion world ablaze with his
unmatched charm. Walking the ramp for
FASHION RUNWAY INTERNATIONAL at the
Prestigious Junior Model International show
Dubai World Finals, Our TIPSCIAN Month
Ishaan bags the 
1 st Runner up Toodler 2022(3-6 years)among 18 countries.
Another award for the 2nd runner up Toddler in JMI Cochin 2022.



Learning Curve

Information and communication technology (ICT) has been implemented in
education to provide various learning opportunities and environments for
students. Software like Tux Paint is meant to be a simple drawing program
for young children that play a vital role to make kids engaged and helps
them to unlock their creativity. Our Little masters integrate the UOI to
express their like and dislike. The kids were squealing with delight they
used the various drawing tools which have greatly enhanced their learning.
Is really fantastic to see their happy, curious and satisfied faces at the end
of every class.



   Pocket Phonics
A fun fact with Phonics – “ When two vowels go
walking,the first ones always does the talking”

Phonics provides children a heads up on how certain letters sound when
together, so as they encounter new words they will know the sound.
Here's our kids of KG1 reflecting their learning on different sounds.
Identifying the picture names and sticking the correct beginning sounds
over the picture was the activity. Kids were very enthusiastic in doing
this activity along with their peers. As this is the stage where they learn
to blend the beginning, middle and the end sounds together to make a
three letter words. 



Candid Memories







Children"s day

Sports day

Halloween day

International chef's day

Look-out Notice

Reach us
@

www.tipskovai.com
 

Follow us

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWp467OMpzF7l9c0juOmCVA
https://instagram.com/kgcbemain?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
https://www.facebook.com/kgcbemain/
https://tipskovai.com/

